**UPDATE:** As we continue to navigate through an unprecedented global event, we recognize your anxiety, confusion and concern during this time. We are in constant prayer about the decisions that impact us all. Be assured, the leadership at WBU is continually evaluating our plans to support our students. Today we have developed specific guidelines for student workers on our Plainview campus.

**Student Workers-Plainview Campus**

- Some student work opportunities will continue at Wayland.
- If student workers are asymptomatic and observe previously published guidelines, their unit supervisors may allow student workers to return to campus in order to discuss continuing employment opportunities. If student workers are unable to contact their unit supervisor they should contact the Office of Financial Aid at 806-291-3520.
- We are analyzing those opportunities that may be performed on campus or remotely.
- Some job requirements and types of work may change.
- We will communicate our plan forward in the immediate future.

The topic of Room and Board charges for the Spring 2020 semester continues to be evaluated. Information regarding this topic will be sent to students as soon as it becomes available.